Replacing older model handle by the new Handle 2011-12

Old Handle

New Handle (2011-12)

This is possible for any pack from 2009-2010.
Price of the Kit: 25 CHF (For information Snowpulse invoice 30 CHF to a customer
that is asking for this update)
Time required to make the change: 5mn if trained.
Step 1: Disconnect the cylinder from the cable
1. Unscrew the cable hose
2. Unscrew the pin of release being at the end of the cable. DO NOT PULL IT

OK

Step 2: Open completely the zip of the shoulder

Step 3: Pass the old handle completely through its hole; you will have more space to
work for the next steps

Step 4: Cut the black thermo hose, without cutting the strap behind; you can then
see the handle extremity

Step 5: Cut the handle strap without arming the cable. Remove any part of the old
strap

Step 6: Pass the cable inside the new hoses. The small hose may be visible on the
side where you can see the loop of the cable.
New short cable

Hoses

fabric part

Step 7: Pass the cable with the new black hose inside the fabric part, taking care that
the Velcro patch on the fabric is on the side of the cable loop.

Step 8: Pass the new short cable inside the loop of the other one

Step 9: Pass the two extremity of the new cable inside the slit on the metallic part of
the handle. (The two extremities must pass on the same side)

Step 10: Push the hoses onto the metallic part until the metallic part is fully covered.
You have to slide the small diameter then the bigger one.

OK

Step 11: Close the handle by pushing the button.

Step 11: Push back the handle in its pocket through its hole. Then attach together
the Velcro on the “fabric part” with the Velcro near the handle pocket.

Step 13: Check that the cable and the brass is still visible on the cylinder side.

Step 14: Close the zip containing the airbag. And the zip for the handle pocket

Step 15: Reconnect the cylinder with the cable
•
•
•

Screw back the connector at the end of the cable (see step 1)
Screw back the little brass cylinder (see step 1)
Don’t forget to close the zip of your cartridge pocket!

Your Backpack is now ready to be used!

